Understanding the mechanism of proton pumping requires a detailed description of the energetics and sequence of events associated with the proton transfers, and of how proton transfer couples to conformational rearrangements of the protein. Here, we discuss our recent advances in using computer simulations to understand how bacteriorhodopsin pumps protons. We emphasize the importance of accurately describing the retinal geometry and the location of water molecules.
Introduction
Proton pumps are remarkable proteins that translocate protons across cellular membranes against the electrochemical gradient. The transport of protons is achieved using polar amino acids and water molecules that act as intermediate carriers of the proton. Because transition states are short lived, the pathway followed by the proton in a complex protein environment cannot be followed directly using an experimental approach. Computer simulations can provide detailed information about the structure and energetics of the proton-transfer pathways. Here, we discuss our recent theoretical work on the mechanism of the bacteriorhodopsin proton pump.
Bacteriorhodopsin is a seven-helical protein found in the plasma membrane of Halobacterium salinarium. The retinal chromophore is covalently bound via a protonated Schiff base to K216. In the low-temperature crystal structures of the bR resting state [1, 2] the Schiff base hydrogen bonds to water molecule w402, which in turn hydrogen bonds to the negatively charged D85 and D212 (Fig. 1 ). Light-induced photoisomerization of the retinal from alltrans to 13-cis triggers a reaction cycle that consists of several intermediate states (K, L, M, N, O; Fig. 1 ). The five sequential proton-transfer steps during the reaction cycle ( Fig. 1 ) result in the net transfer of one proton from the cytoplasmic to the extracellular side of the membrane. Except for the first step, which is from the Schiff base to D85 over a distance of *4 Å , proton transfers in bacteriorhodopsin involve long distances of 10-12 Å (Fig. 1) . The time-scales of the transitions associated with proton transfer are on the order of *10 ls (the first protontransfer step), or ms. The millisecond timescale associated with the long-distance proton transfers may be required for protein conformational changes. The crystal structures of Dedicated to Professor Sandor Suhai on the occasion of his 65th birthday and published as part of the Suhai Festschrift Issue. the reaction cycle intermediates indicate rather small structural rearrangements of the protein in K [3, 4] , L [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , and early-M [10] ; there are structural rearrangements of the protein during the M-to-N [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and N-to-O transitions [16] [17] [18] . The passage of the protein through the intermediate conformational states is also accompanied by changes in the number and location of internal water molecules [19, 20] .
The coupling between the proton transfer reactions, water location, and protein conformation, is poorly understood. It is not clear, for example, how the triple mutant D96G/F171C/F219L pumps protons in spite of its being locked in a protein conformation similar to that of wild-type M [21] . The local environment may be very important for the proton affinity of the proton transferring groups. For example, relocation of w402 ( Fig. 1 ) such that it no longer hydrogen bonds with D85 can increase the reaction energy for an unproductive proton transfer from D85 back to the retinal Schiff base by *2 kcal/mol [22] . Relocation of w402 could be brought about by the weakening of the D85:w402 hydrogen bond upon protonation of D85 in early-M ( Fig. 1 ). Indeed, except for the crystal structure of a putative early-M [10] , the crystal structures of the M state indicate coordinates for only one [23] or two [7, 11, 24] water molecules in the active site, suggesting that in M water molecules from the active site are either more mobile than before, or have relocated to other sites. Stabilization of the proton on D85 upon relocation of active-site water molecules would allow the protein to sample conformations other than when the Schiff base is protonated. That local chemical reactions and global protein conformational change are coupled had been proposed based on the analysis of structures of bacteriorhodopsin intermediates [13] .
Understanding the mechanism of bacteriorhodopsin proton pumping requires a detailed description of the possible pathways of each of the transfer steps. Ideally, the ls-ms dynamics of bacteriorhodopsin embedded in a fluid lipid bilayer would be investigated with a method that allows breaking and forming of chemical bonds. With the remarkable exception of the recent microsecond timescale Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation of bovine rhodopsin in a hydrated lipid bilayer [25] , classical all-atom MD simulations of membrane proteins in lipid bilayers are usually carried out for tens of nanoseconds. The timescale amenable to MD simulations is even shorter if combined quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) methods [26] [27] [28] are used. To overcome these difficulties we used a combination of reaction path calculations, classical and QM/MM MD simulations, classical free energy computations, and QM calculations of active site models.
2 From the crystal structure to proton-transfer paths and assessment of the spectral fingerprints: an overview of the computational methods used We used the CHARMM software [29] to construct coordinates for the missing internal sidechains, the hydrogen atoms, and for the CH 3 -CO-and -NH-CH 3 neutral caps of the N-and C-termini, respectively. All internal water molecules indicated by the crystal structures were considered in calculations. To assess the role of water molecules on the proton transfer energetics, we have also In the bR resting state D96, D115, and the proton release group are protonated [80, 100, 101] . Absorption of light by the retinal chromophore leads to isomerization from all-trans to 13-cis; the 13-cis K state stores 11-14 kcal/mol [61] [62] [63] .
Step 1-proton transfer from the retinal Schiff base to D85 (the L-to-M transition); step 2-from the proton release group (consisting of water molecules, E194/E204) to the extracellular bulk; step 3-from D96 to the retinal Schiff base (M-to-N); step 4reprotonation of D96 from the cytoplasm (N-to-O); step 5-from D85 to the extracellular proton release group (O-to-bR). The retinal molecule is all-trans in bR and O, and 13-cis in the K, L, M, and N. The coordinates for preparing the figure were taken from Ref. [1] . X-ray crystal structures have been proposed for all intermediate states of the reaction cycle (see, e.g., Refs. [1-11, 14, 17, 18, 24, 102] ; for reviews see, e.g., Refs. [23, 70] ). For clarity, amino acids 32-79 containing the second transmembrane helical segment were not included in the figure. Figures 1 and 3a , b were prepared using the Visual Molecular Dynamics software [103] performed computations in which we considered different numbers and locations of water molecules in the active site. For example, we demonstrated that in the absence of w402 the barrier for proton transfer from the Schiff base to D85 is *6 kcal/mol lower than when w402 is present [30] .
In calculations of the first proton-transfer step we allowed flexibility of an inner region of *830 atoms consisting of retinal, at least one layer of amino acids and water molecules around the retinal, and other amino acids and water molecules whose coordinates may change upon proton transfer. Consistent with observations from experiments that in the first half of the reaction cycle there are no significant protein conformational changes [31] , our computations indicate changes upon proton transfer that are largely restricted to the active site [22, 30, 32] . Nevertheless, flexibility of the protein is essential for proton transfer [30, 32, 33] . In the presence of a flexible protein environment, computations with a pair of reactant and product states shown to be compatible with active proton pumping indicated an energy barrier of *12 kcal/mol, and the reaction was almost isoenergetic [30] (the enthalpic barrier estimated from experiments for the first proton-transfer step is *13 kcal/mol [34] ). When only the active site groups (retinal, K216, D85, T89, D212, and w402) were allowed to move, the proton transfer barrier and the reaction energy were *23 kcal/mol and *11 kcal/mol, respectively [32, 33] . Flexibility of helix C containing D85 is critical for lowering the energetics of the first proton-transfer step: test computations in which a segment of ten amino acids of helix C containing D85, and water molecules w401 and w406, were allowed to move, indicated a proton transfer barrier of *19 kcal/mol and a reaction energy of *6 kcal/ mol; these values are intermediate between those obtained with fixed and mobile protein environments [33] .
Water molecules were described with the TIP3P model [35] . In the classical free-energy computations, the protein was described with the all-atom parameter set [36] and the retinal chain with the parameter set adjusted in Ref. [37] based on the QM computations from Refs. [38, 39] . In QM/MM computations we used the all-atom parameter set [36] for the aromatic side-chains and the extended atom representation [40] for the remaining groups, or the allatom parameter set [36] for the entire system.
The QM region depends on the proton transfer step under investigation. For computations of the first protontransfer step we included in the QM region the retinal, the side-chains of K216, D85, D212, and T89, and water molecule w402 [22] . To investigate the identity of the proton release group (proton transfer step two) we treated with QM the side-chains of E194 and E204, and three water molecules close to E194/E204 [41] . The empty valence of the QM host atoms was satisfied with hydrogen link atoms [28] placed on the C b atom in the case of the lysine and glutamate side-chains, and on the C a atom in the case of the aspartate and threonine residues.
The QM method must be reliable for predicting the retinal ground state properties (bond alternation, twist, proton affinity), for the description of structures and energetics of hydrogen-bonded systems, and for proton transfer energetics. Proper description of the excitation energies is necessary in computations of opsin shifts. In what follows we discuss briefly the applicability of various QM methods for describing the retinal ground-and excited-state properties.
The alternation of the lengths of the single and double bonds of the retinal polyene chain is a key property that has an important effect on, e.g., the retinal torsional barriers and the excited-state properties. Due to the extended and highly correlated p-electron system of the retinal polyene chain, the accurate description of retinal's ground-and excited-state properties is quite challenging for electronic structure methods. Hartree Fock (HF) and Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field (CASSCF) methods, which lack dynamic correlation, give a large bond alternation of the single and double bonds of the retinal polyene chain. On the other hand, pure Gradient-Corrected Density Functional methods (DFT-GGA) significantly underestimate the bond length alternation [42, 43] . The underestimation of the bond length alternation by DFT-GGA methods is due to the approximate nature of the exchange functionals in DFT-GGA, such that the polarizability of the extended conjugate systems is overestimated [44] . This overestimation of the polarizability allows an easier distribution of the positive charge of the protonated Schiff base over the p-conjugated system of the retinal; with HF and post-HF methods, the charge is more localized at the Schiff base. Hybrid DFT methods that contain a small fraction of HF exchange (e.g., B3LYP has 20% HF exchange) profit from an error cancellation and, consequently, give reasonable bond length alternations [42, 43] . Nevertheless, the tendency of B3LYP to overestimate the p-electron delocalization leads to a reduced bond alternation in the protonated Schiff base segment, and a more planar retinal geometry [45] .
Twisting of the retinal chain can have important effects on the reaction mechanism. The twist can affect the orientation of the Schiff base relative to D85, and the proton affinity of the retinal Schiff base [22, 46, 47] . Whereas pronounced twists of a single/double bond have significant effects on the proton affinity, moderate twisting of both single and double bonds (as usually indicated by the crystal structures) has a rather small effect on the intrinsic proton affinity of the Schiff base [22] . Twisting also affects the excitation energies [48] .
To describe the retinal twist, one would ideally use multi-reference methods. But these methods are impractical in studies of retinal in the protein environment. Previous computations on protonated Schiff base models indicated that DFT and HF can be used to describe the torsional properties of the bonds close to the Schiff base [49] . SCC-DFTB also gives a reasonable description of the retinal torsional barriers, within the errors of DFT, whereas the semi-empirical AM1 and PM3 methods, which overestimate the retinal bond alternation, underestimate drastically the torsional barriers of the retinal [50] .
The relative proton affinity of the retinal Schiff base and carboxylates largely determine the energetics of proton transfer reactions in which the retinal Schiff base is involved. This relative proton affinity is sensitive to the method and basis set used [22] . Although in general DFT methods give a good description of the proton affinity of small molecules, they overestimate the proton affinity of the protonated Schiff base models [22, 43] . The relatively poor performance of DFT-based methods in describing the proton affinity of protonated Schiff base models is due to DFT's overestimation of the polarizability of p-conjugated systems discussed above: the positive charge of the Schiff base is too much delocalized over the retinal polyene chain. Due to the neglect of dynamic correlation, HF also overestimates the proton affinity of the retinal Schiff base [22, 43] , albeit to a lesser extent than B3LYP.
We tested the accuracy of various methods and basis sets in describing the relative deprotonation energies of retinal and acetate models in vacuo [22] . The MP2/ 6-311?G** relative deprotonation energy was best reproduced with B3LYP/6-31G** (3.3 kcal/mol error relative to MP2/6-311?G**), and with Self-Consistent Charge Density Functional Tight Binding SCC-DFTB [51] with a specific parametrization of the Schiff base nitrogen atom (3.6 kcal/mol error) [22] . That SCC-DFTB is reliable for describing the structure and energetics of hydrogen-bonded systems, the ground-state properties of the retinal molecule, and the energetics of proton transfer, has been documented based on a large set of benchmark computations (see, e.g., [22, 30, 41, 50, 52, 53] .
For the QM/MM low-energy proton-transfer paths in bacteriorhodopsin, the SCC-DFTB/MM-optimized ratelimiting barrier and reaction energetics agree to within 2 kcal/mol with the energetics computed (without re-optimizing the geometries) with B3LYP/6-31G** [30, 32] . The active-site geometries of a set of conformers with protonated retinal Schiff base/negatively charged D85, and, respectively, with neutral Schiff base/neutral D85, were almost identical when QM/MM optimized using either SCC-DFTB or B3LYP/6-31G** for the QM region; the optimized relative energies agreed to within 2 kcal/mol (0.8 kcal/mol with SCC-DFTB/MM, and 2.6 kcal/mol with B3LYP6-31G**/MM) [22] . The geometry of the twisted 11-cis retinal in the binding pocket of bovine rhodopsin obtained from SCC-DFTB computations was also in good agreement with the experimental NMR data [54] .
The SCC-DFTB/MM computations were performed using the implementation of SCC-DFTB in the CHARMM software described in Ref. [52] . B3LYP/MM computations [22, 30, 41] were performed using TURBOMOLE [55] or Q-Chem [56] with CHARMM. Vibrational spectra were computed from the Fourier Transform of the auto-correlation function of the dipole moment extracted from SCC-DFTB/MM MD trajectories [41] . The QM computations on gas phase models of the retinal [22] , and of the retinal binding pocket [32] were performed using GAUSSIAN [57] or SCC-DFTB [51] .
To compute reaction paths we used the Conjugate Peak Refinement algorithm (CPR, [58] ) as implemented in the TreK module of CHARMM. CPR provides a minimumenergy path connecting the reactant and product states (which are stationary points of the potential energy surface); the energy maxima along the CPR path are firstorder saddle points, and the highest-energy saddle point gives the rate-limiting energy barrier of the reaction [58] . The path segments between the stationary points of the optimized CPR paths were further refined using the Syncronous Chain Minimization algorithm [59] . The use of CPR and SCM for computing proton transfer paths in bacteriorhodopsin, and the potential inaccuracies of approaches based on simplistic choices of the reaction coordinate, are discussed in detail in Refs. [22, 60] .
Retinal geometry
The geometry of the retinal is very important for the proton-pumping cycle of bacteriorhodopsin. The retinal twist is used by bacteriorhodopsin to store energy upon photoisomerization [3, [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . Retinal is directly involved in two proton-transfer reactions, the deprotonation of the Schiff base by proton transfer to the extracellular D85, and re-protonation from the cytoplasmic D96. Control of the retinal conformation is also necessary for the efficiency of the O-to-bR step of the reaction cycle [66] . An accurate description of the retinal geometry in each of the reaction steps is thus necessary for understanding the proton pumping mechanism.
The bond alternation of the retinal polyene chain is strongly influenced by protonation of the Schiff base [46] (black, red and magenta curves in Fig. 2c, d) , by the interaction with the negatively charged counterion [54, 67, 68] (black and blue/cyan curves in Fig. 2) , and by pronounced twists around double bonds [38] . The bond alternation is reduced by protonation of the Schiff base [46] ( Fig. 2c, d) and increased due to the interaction with the counterion [54, [67] [68] [69] (black, blue, and light blue curves in Fig. 2c ). The influence of the twist and Schiff base interactions on the retinal bond alternation are not captured by the crystal structures of the bacteriorhodopsin intermediates, which indicate similar same bond alternation regardless of the retinal's protonation state and interaction with the protein environment ( Fig. 2a, b) .
It had been argued that for the first proton transfer step to occur, the retinal Schiff base must remain formally oriented towards the extracellular side in L [70] . There are two crystal structures proposed for L in which the retinal Schiff base is oriented towards the extracellular side [8, 9] (Fig. 3b) . Although retinal is a flexible molecule and it samples a relatively wide range of conformations during dynamics [6, 38, 71, 72] , it is unclear if all geometries proposed in the L-state crystal structures [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] are indeed sampled during the reaction path. The significant energy barrier for retinal isomerisation from 15-trans to 15-syn [32, 46] makes it unlikely that a 13-cis, 15-syn geometry [8] could be reached during the K-to-L transition [33] . The conclusion from computations that sampling of 15-syn retinals prior to retinal deprotonation is unlikely [33] is consistent with spectroscopy indicating that in L retinal is 13-cis, all-trans [73, 74] . In Ref. [9] the retinal C 12 -C 13 = C 14 -C 15 dihedral angle is -107.9°, which is close to the 90°-twisted geometry of the cis-trans isomerisation path, but on the all-trans side of the retinal isomerization curve.
Our computations indicate that prior to the first protontransfer step the retinal Schiff base likely re-orients The computations using B3LYP/6-31G** illustrate how the Schiff base protonation and the environment affect the bond alternation (compare blue curves in c and d and, respectively, black and blue curves in c). The QM optimizations of the retinal Schiff base model in the gas phase are discussed in Ref. [22] . The QM/MM optimizations using B3LYP/6-31G** or SCC-DFTB to describe the QM region were performed on a set of reactant and product states of the first proton-transfer step (protonated Schiff base/negatively charged D85, and neutral Schiff base/neutral D85, respectively) [22] towards the cytoplasmic side [30] . A cytoplasmic orientation of the retinal prior to deprotonation is supported by the crystal structures of the L-state models from Refs. [5] [6] [7] (see iceblue and purple structures in Fig. 3a) , FTIR experiments [19] , and by the good agreement between the bR-L dipole moment change obtained from experiments and that computed with the L-state model structure from Ref. [7] (magenta structure in Fig. 3a ) [75] . Importantly, detailed computations of the energetics of the first protontransfer step indicate that the cytoplasmic-oriented retinal is consistent with a directional proton pumping [22, 30, 32, 33, 63] .
The stabilization of a conformer poised for proton transfer could involve the interaction between the protonated Schiff base and a water molecule. NMR indicates that in L the retinal is twisted and the Schiff base interacts strongly with the counterion; the interacting partner could be a polarized water molecule, or one of the negatively charged carboxylate groups of D85/D212 [65] . The structure of an L-like state that would explain the NMR data [65] is, however, not clear (Fig. 3a, b ). Our free energy computations indicated that the presence of a water molecule on the cytoplasmic side of the retinal Schiff base as indicated in Ref. [7] (magenta structure in Fig. 3a ) is thermodynamically allowed [76] . Reaction path computations in the presence of the cytoplasmic water molecule (labeled here as wB) indicate a low-energy conformer in which wB bridges the protonated Schiff base and the negatively charged D85 via hydrogen bonding (Fig. 3c) ; the low-energy conformer was also prefered in QM/MM MD simulations at 300 K [76] .
The geometry of the Schiff base, D85, and wB in the low-energy conformer depicted in Fig. 3c suggests proton transfer from the Schiff base to D85 via wB. This is indeed the lowest-energy proton transfer path, with a rate-limiting energy barrier of 7-10 kcal/mol [76] .
The importance of the bridging water molecule is suggested by the observation that in its absence direct hydrogen bonds between the Schiff base and D85 form only transiently ( [6] ; Bondar and Smith, unpublished results). Moreover, the persistence of a hydrogen bond between the Schiff base and wB after proton transfer [76] is consistent with the observation from NMR that in early M the deprotonated Schiff base hydrogen bonds with a hydroxyl group [65] . In the absence of the cytoplasmic water molecule the deprotonated Schiff base can interact with the hydroxyl group of T89 [30] , albeit less optimally than with the water molecule.
Role of internal water molecules
An exhaustive search of the proton transfer paths from the Schiff base to D85 computed with various crystal structures and geometries of the active site demonstrated that water molecules are key determinants of the energetics of proton transfer in bacteriorhodopsin [30, 32, 76] . The location of water molecules can even determine the path followed by the proton. In the presence of w402, w401, and w406 in the active site, three paths were found isoenergetic within the error of the computations-via T89, directly to D85, and via D212/w402 [30] . When w402 is absent, and there is instead a water molecule bridging the Schiff base and D85 Fig. 3 Geometry of the active site prior to the first proton transfer step. a, b comparison of L-state X-ray structural models with the bR resting state. The following color codes are used: green bR resting state [1, 103] ; iceblue 1VJM [6] ; magenta 1UCQ [7] ; blue 2NTW [9] ; mauve 1O0A [8] . The Schiff base nitrogen atom is shown as a sphere. The numbers on the right-hand side of the figure indicate the distance (in Å ) between the proton donor and acceptor groups measured as follows. For structures in which the Schiff base and D85 are connected via w402, the first number gives the distance between the Schiff base nitrogen and w402, and the second number gives the distance between w402 and the D85 carboxyl oxygen. For L-state models in which there is no water molecule between the Schiff base and D85, the number gives the distance between the Schiff base nitrogen and the closest D85 carboxyl oxygen. The retinal Schiff base is oriented to the cytoplasm in the L-state models from panel A, and towards the extracellular side in b. (The Schiff base N atom is indicated by the small spheres.) c Average geometry of the retinal binding pocket computed from the last 100 ps of QM/MM MD simulation at 300 K discussed in Ref. [76] . The numbers on the righthand side of panel C give the distance between the Schiff base nitrogen and wB, and between wB and the D85 carboxyl oxygen; c was prepared using Molscript2.1.2 [104] and Povray3.1 g [105]
( Fig. 3c) , proton transfer is via the water molecule with a rate-limiting barrier of 7-10 kcal/mol [76] . The presence of a water molecule on the cytoplasmic side of the Schiff base stabilizes strongly the cytoplasmic-oriented Schiff base relative to the geometry twisted towards D212, such that proton transfer on the D212 side can no longer occur [76] .
Water molecules can also contribute to the suppression of proton transfer from D85 back to the retinal Schiff base, as required for a directional proton pumping. The crystal structures of M indicating only one [23] or two water molecules [11, 24] in the D85/D212 region, as compared to three water molecules in the bR resting state [1, 2] , suggest that in M the active-site water molecules may have an enhanced mobility, or may relocate to other sites. To assess the role of water molecules on the energetics of proton transfer from D85 back to the retinal Schiff base we performed QM/MM calculations of proton transfer paths with various numbers of active-site water molecules, and QM computations on gas-phase models of the D85/water interactions. The computations indicated that relocation of one or two water molecules from the active site can help stabilize the proton on D85 [22] .
The significant effect of water molecules on the energetics of the retinal Schiff base proton transfer reactions discussed above illustrates the importance of accurate information on the location of water molecules in the various intermediates of the proton pumping cycle. An important aspect when discussing the internal water molecules of bacteriorhodopsin is that there might be differences in the location and number of water molecules in cryo-trapped crystal structures and in physiological conditions. Mobile and low-occupancy internal water molecules are difficult to solve crystallographically [77] . The low temperatures used to cryo-trap bacteriorhodopsin intermediate states could influence the information on internal water in crystal structures: the equilibrium water occupancy may be lower at cryogenic temperatures than at room temperature [78] . Classical MD simulations on the bR and M intermediate states at 300 K revealed that the number of diffusive water molecules transiently visiting bacteriorhodopsin is significantly higher than in the crystal structures [79] . It is also not clear whether, on the microsecond timescale of the K and L intermediates, internal water molecules perturbed by retinal's photoisomerization reach equilibrium with the bulk; the presence and residence times of a specific water molecule in the K/L states could depend not only on its free energy at the K/L location(s), but also on the activation energy associated with the relocation of the water molecule [76] .
NMR data on the L-state intermediate at cryogenic temperatures indicated that the energy landscape is rugged; four L substates were distinguished according to their 15 N chemical shifts [65] . A single L intermediate, which with the strongest Schiff base:counterion interactions, persisted when the temperature was increased [65] . Detailed reaction path computations have also indicated that on the potential energy surface of the pre-proton transfer state there are several energy minima distinguished by the Schiff base, counterion, and water interactions [30, 76] . Prolonged MD simulations of bacteriorhodopsin intermediates in hydrated lipid bilayers could provide valuable information on the location and the dynamics of the water molecules during the reaction cycle. A potential important caveat of these simulations is that the need of computational efficiency will make impractical the use of QM/MM, and the classical force fields may not be sufficiently accurate to describe the hydrogen-bonding of the strongly polarized water molecules of the bacteriorhodopsin Schiff base region [76] .
Long-distance proton transfers
Theoretical investigations of the long-distance proton transfers in bacteriorhodopsin ( Fig. 1) are difficult due to the coupling between proton transfer, conformational changes of the protein, and relocation of water molecules. One of the first questions that needed to be addressed for understanding the second proton transfer step (from the extracellular proton release group to the extracellular bulk) was the exact nature of the proton release group. Earlier experiments indicated the involvement of E204 either as the proton release group [80] or as the group that delivers the released proton to E194 [81, 82] . Based on more recent data, it was proposed that the proton is stored in a cluster of water molecules that interacts with protein amino acids [83, 84] . This proposal was apparently supported by the observation of a continuum band in spectra calculated from QM/MM Carr-Parinelo dynamics in which the proton release group was modeled as a dimer of water molecules sharing a proton (Zudel ion, H 5 O 2 ? ) [85] . However, it remained unclear if a Zundel ion is indeed the proton release group: In Ref. [85] the symmetry of the Zundel ion was maintained with distance constraints, and the negatively charged E194/E204 were described with MM, i.e., they could not compete with the Zundel ion for the proton.
The distance and the relative orientation of E194/E204 in the crystal structure of the bR resting state [1] would suggest that the two glutamate residues are hydrogen bonded (Fig. 1) . In test QM/MM computations with E204 protonated, the relative orientation and the distance between E194 and E204 was in good agreement with the crystal structure [41, 86] . In contrast, when the proton release group was modeled as a Zundel ion, the distance between E194 and E204 sampled values of 3-6.5 Å , significantly higher than the hydrogen-bonding distance in the crystal structure [41] . When both the Zundel ion and the negatively charged E194/E204 pair were treated with QM, the proton was attracted by E194/E204 and remained shared by E194/E204 for the entire length of the simulations [41] . This geometry with E194/E204 sharing a proton gives an IR spectrum in reasonable qualitative agreement with experiments [41] , bringing support to the initial proposal [87, 88] that the E194/E204 dyad, probably in association with water molecules, may act as the extracellular proton release group. E194/E204 may also be important for controlling the mechanical stability of the extracellular region of bacteriorhodopsin [89] . Further computations are required to understand fully how protonation of D85 leads to deprotonation of the proton release group, and what is the pathway of the proton from the proton release group to the extracellular bulk. It will also be important to better assess the nature and the dynamics of the proton release group by performing prolonged simulations of bacteriorhodopsin in a hydrated lipid bilayer.
Assessing spectral fingerprints of the reaction cycle intermediates
The spectral fingerprints of the retinal can be used to validate structural models of the intermediates sampled during the reaction cycle. As discussed above, the accurate description of the electronic structure of retinal is a significant challenge for QM methods. Particularly difficult is the correct prediction of the excited states properties. A first critical test for any QM method is the extent to which it can reproduce the experimental vertical excitation energies of retinals in the gas phase [90] , as it determines the starting point from which the blue shift due to the protein environment has to be estimated [42] . If the calculated gas phase value is too high, the underestimation of the blue shift due to the protein environment can lead to an artefactual error compensation as, e.g., in the case of TD-DFT. The experimental value of 2.03 eV is reasonably reproduced by CASPT2 [91] and Spectroscopy Oriented Configuration Interaction (SORCI, [92, 93] ) [42] , but overestimated by TD-DFT [42] . The absorption spectrum of SRII is blue shifted by 70 nm relative to bacteriorhodopsin [94, 95] . We used SORCI [92, 93] to investigate the molecular origin of the difference in excitation energies of bacteriorhodopsin and sensory rhodopsin II. SORCI gives a spectral shift of 0.29 eV [48] , close to the 0.32 eV value from experiments. The calculations suggested that the blue shift likely arises from differences in the neutral amino acids that constitute the retinal binding pocket, and in the extracellular hydrogen-bonded network [48] . The stronger electrostatic interactions of the retinal in sensory rhodopsin II as compared to bacteriorhodopsin lead to a stronger bond alternation, and a larger effect of the protein on the retinal dipole moment [48] .
In order to average over the protein fluctuations, absorption spectra should be sampled along MD trajectories. In the case of the bR resting state, however, the presence of the strong hydrogen bonded network in the retinal binding pocket leads to a rather rigid structure. The absorption maximum calculated by sampling the excitation energies using OM2/MRCI along the QM/MM MD trajectory coincides with the vertical excitation energy evaluated for optimized structures [48] . This indicates that optimized structures may lead to meaningful excitation energies, at least as long as there are no significant fluctuations of the atomic coordinates.
The use of fixed point charges for the MM atoms is a limitation in using standard QM/MM methods to compute vertical excitation energies. The dipole moment of retinal changes significantly upon excitation: In Clsalt, the change in the dipole moment upon excitation of protonated all-trans retinal is 12D [96] ; SORCI gives a value of *10D for bacteriorhodopsin [48] . As a result of the dramatic dipole moment change, the protein polarization is different in the ground and excited states. The effect of the retinal dipole moment change on the protein electrostatic environment is neglected in the standard QM/MM methods. To account for the protein polarization effects, we implemented recently a polarizable force field that allows us to determine an electrostatic protein environment consistent with the ground and excited state dipole moment of the retinal [97] . Compared to the standard QM/MM models, the inclusion of protein polarization effects can lead to red-shifts of *0.1 eV relative to the computation in which the standard QM/MM approach is employed [97] . These observations indicate that inclusion of protein polarization is important for computing accurate relative and absolute excitation energies of retinal proteins.
Concluding remarks
The advances in computer simulation techniques allow us to investigate at unprecedented levels of detail the mechanisms of proton pumps. Bacteriorhodopsin is an excellent model system to investigate proton pumping, because we have structural information about all intermediate states along the pumping cycle, about the identity of the groups involved in proton transfer, and about the possible roles of the internal water molecules. Challenges specific to bacteriorhodopsin and other retinal-containing proteins are the controversies regarding the details of the retinal geometry from X-ray crystal structures, and the need to use appropriate quantum chemical methods to describe retinal. The dramatic effect of water molecules on the retinal proton transfer reactions [30, 76, 98, 99] highlight the importance of accurate information about the location and dynamics of water molecules in the interior of proton-pumping proteins. Such detailed information can only be derived by using MD simulations to assess the structures provided by X-ray crystallography. Computations are also an extremely valuable tool for interpreting spectral fingerprints from experiments, which in turn can be used to validate structural models.
